Call or email Laurent if you have any questions. laurent@rollingfete.com - (415) 309-0616

Airstream Overlander 1971
Dimensions:
Exterior Length:
1968 Airstream Stagebumper)
Technical Specifications

Approx. 28’ (tongue to

Exterior Width:
Trailer Dimensions:

8’ 1”

Exterior Length:

Interior Length:

Approx. 29’ (tongue to23’
bumper)
8”

Exterior Width:

Interior Width:

7’ 5”

Interior Length:

25’ 6”
Ceiling height (middle
of trailer)

Interior Width:

7’ 9”
6’ 6”

7’ 1”

Ceiling height (middle)30 Amp electrical panel
6’ 6” with 30 Amp RV plug
Electrical:
Door Hinge height

Stage Dimensions:

7 12 V lights

6’ 2”

Minimum height with 2stage
110 V sconces

~ 27”

Maximum height with stage:

~37”

Standard configurationCity
is 20’
(wide)
X 16’
(deep)
– including
the(indepth
Equipment:
water
hook
up and
fresh
water tank
case of
nothe
city water)
trailer.
Black water tank for used water and toilet
Additional stage panels can be added (at extra cost) according to your stage
A/Ccommon
with heat,
Furnace(LP) are:
and space heater (110 V)
requirements. Our most
configurations
(110 Vthe
& LP)
20’ (wide) X 20’Water
(deep)heater
– including
depth of the trailer
28’ (wide) X 24’ (deep) – including the depth of the trailer
Fridge (110 V & LP) with Freezer
28’ (wide) X 28’ (deep) – including the depth of the trailer

Door & Jacks:

Kitchen with sink, 3 burner stove & microwave oven
18’ hydraulic door – maximum opening angle is approximately 110 degrees
Dinette area that turns into queen bed
4 electric jacks lift the Airstream from the ground to almost 4 ft. if ground allows

Electrical:

Twin bed in the back on one side, desk on the other
When booking the trailer, please let us know what power source you are going
to use. The trailer
is not with
a power
source.
equipment is provided:
Bathroom
shower,
sinkThe
andfollowing
toilet
TV with satellite capabilities (Dish network Tail Gater optional)

1
Airstream Bambi 1962 (1,000 made between 1961-63, 200-300 believed to still be on the
road)

10 inside 110V outlets (standard) and 1 outside 110V (standard) outlet
30 AMP RV cord and plug connect the trailer to power source, represented
below:

An adapter will be necessary if the trailer is not plugged into a 30AMP RV panel
like the one represented below:

Note: The trailer can be connected to a standard 20AMP plug (not GFCI) with
an adapter that we supply BUT you will only be able to pull a maximum of 20
AMPS (or whatever the circuit provides) which is not sufficient for most
configurations with sound and lighting equipment. Other circuits or a
generator may be required to supply enough power.
Removable access panel (13” X 11”) in the back of the trailer allows for electrical
cables to be brought in directly from power source to stage equipment.
2 autonomous utility 12V LED lights in ceiling
Other:

Truss at the bottom of door to attach lighting, branding, etc…
Extension poles on both sides of truss to hang speakers
Door closes when stage panels are attached and trailer locks so that equipment
can be left inside during multi-day events

http://rollingfete.com/trailers/stage/
2

